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The Bible Unearthed: Archaeology's New Vision of Ancient Israel and the Origin of Its Sacred Texts is a 2001 book about the origins of the Bible by Israeli archaeologist and biblical scholar Israel Finkelstein. The book presents a new perspective on the development of the biblical narrative, based on archaeological findings and historical analysis. Finkelstein argues that the biblical stories, including the creation stories in Genesis, the Exodus, and the stories of King David and Solomon, are not historical in nature but rather are myths and legends that were developed to explain the social and political realities of ancient Israel.

Finkelstein's work is supported by his co-author Neil Silberman, who has also written extensively on the same topic. Their research has challenged traditional views of biblical history and has sparked a new interest in biblical archaeology as a discipline.

The Quest for the Historical Israel: Israel Finkelstein 2014-12-01 This book brings together for the first time an emerging centrism paradigm that the material cultural data, the biblical traditions, and the ancient Near Eastern written sources are all significantly relevant to the historical quest for Iron Age Israel.

King Josiah of Judah: Marvin Alan Sweeney 2001 The author shows how King Josiah's reform program to unify Israel and Judah around the Jerusalem temple, laid the foundation for the exilic thinkers who rescued Judaism from the obscurity of Babylonian defeat and exile.

Rethinking Israel: Oded Lipschitz 2017 "Israel Finkelstein is perhaps the best-known Israeli archaeologist in the world [...] His work has greatly changed the face of archaeological and historical research of the biblical period. His unique ability to see the comprehensive big picture and formulate a broad framework has inspired countless scholars to reexamine long-established paradigms. His trail-blazing work covering every period from the beginning of the Early Bronze Age through the Hasmonean period, while sometimes controversial, has led to a new creative approach that connects archaeology with history, the social sciences, and the natural and life sciences [...] This volume, dedicated to Professor Finkelstein’s accomplishments and contributions, features 36 articles written by his colleagues, friends, and students in honor of his decades of scholarship and leadership in the field of biblical archaeology—back cover.

Preaching Mark: Bonnie Bowman Thurston 2002 An expert guide from Galilee to Jerusalem This new resource examines the major literary units of Mark's Gospel with an eye toward helping the pastor in sermon preparation rather than major themes, Thurston guides the reader through the lectionary readings and how Mark's work offers a wealth of materials for Christian life and reflection.

Biblical Archaeology: A Very Short Introduction: Eric H Cline 2009-09-28 Public interest in biblical archaeology is at an all-time high, as television documentaries pull in millions of viewers to watch shows on the Exodus, the Ark of the Covenant, and the so-called Lost Tomb of Jesus. Important discoveries with relevance to the Bible are made virtually every year—during 2007 and 2008 alone researchers announced at least seven major discoveries in Israel, five of them in or near Jerusalem. Biblical Archaeology offers a passport into this fascinating realm, where ancient religion and modern science meet, and where tomorrow's discovery may answer a riddle that has lasted a thousand years. Archaeologist Eric H. Cline here offers a complete overview of this exciting field. He discusses the early pioneers, such as Sir William Matthew Flanders Petrie and William Foxhall Albright, the origins of biblical archaeology as a discipline, and the major controversies that first prompted explorers to go in search of objects and sites that would "prove" the Bible. He then surveys some of the most well-known biblical archaeologists, including Kathleen Kenyon and Yigael Yadin, the sites that are essential sources of knowledge for biblical archaeologists, such as Hazor, Megiddo, Gezer, Lachish, Masada, and Jerusalem, and some of the most important discoveries that have been made, including the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Mesiha Inscription, and the Tel Dan Stele. Subsequent chapters examine additional archaeological finds that shed further light on the Hebrew Bible and New Testament, the issue of potential frauds and forgeries, including the James Ossuary and the Jehoash Tablet, and future prospects of the field. Biblical Archaeology: A Very Short Introduction captures the sense of excitement and importance that surrounds not only the past history of the field but also the present and the future, with fascinating new discoveries made each and every season. About the Series: Combining authority with wit, accessibility, and style, Very Short Introductions offer an introduction to some of life's most interesting topics. Written by experts for the newcomer, they demonstrate the finest contemporary thinking about the central problems and issues in hundreds of key topics, from philosophy to Freud, quantum theory to Islam.

Beyond the Texts: William G. Dever 2017-11-03 A handbook for biblical scholars and historians of the Ancient Near East William G. Dever offers a welcome perspective on ancient Israel and Judah that prioritizes the archaeological remains to render history as it was—not as the biblical writers argue it should have been. Drawing from the most recent archaeological data as interpreted from a nontheological point of view and supplementing
archaeological findings to illuminate the origins of modern civilization as reflected by the reigns of two ancient biblical kings, identifying mythical and factual elements attributed to their characters and chronicling how their stories represent Jewish faith. Reprint. 35,006 first printing.

The Oxford Companion to Archaeology-Brian M. Fagan 1996 Features articles written by archaeology scholars on such topics as bog bodies, underwater archaeology, the Pyramids of Giza, and the Valley of the Kings


Here I Stand-John Shelby Spong 2009-03-17 The legendary Episcopal Bishop tells of his lifelong struggle to champion an authentic christianity based on love, not hatred.

Digging for God and Country-Neil Asher Silberman 1990 A study of the beginnings of biblical archaeology examines its historical background and the cultural conditions which influenced its development.

Digging Up Armageddon-Eric Cline 2020-03-17 "In 1925 a team of archaeologists was sent by famed archaeologist James Henry Breasted, the Director of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, to search for the city that King Solomon built in the tenth century BCE. These excavations are rightfully famous for the light they shed on one of the most important cities in biblical times: the ancient city of Megiddo, in Israel, the site of Armageddon. The books and articles that the original participants published are still used, and debated, by archaeologists working in the region today. However, these scholarly publications provide only a small window into the daily activities of the team members and the stories behind their amazing discoveries. Using a treasure trove of other writing - including more than three decades' worth of letters, cablegrams, cards, and diaries, archaeologist and historian Eric Cline, who spent twenty years digging at Megiddo himself, brings the Chicago excavators and their discoveries to life situating them against the backdrop of the Great Depression in the United States as well as the growing troubles and tensions in British Mandate Palestine. Their story, as recounted by Cline, often reads more like melodrama than dry archaeological report and provides a unique glimpse of the internal workings of a dig in the early years of biblical archaeology. In the course of telling their story, Cline gives readers the full picture of an archaeological site from its first discoveries to its most recent excavations placing it all in the larger scheme of the rise and fall of civilizations, from the Neolithic Revolution through the Romans"--

What Did the Biblical Writers Know and When Did They Know It?-William G. Dever 2001-05-10 For centuries the Hebrew Bible has been the fountainhead of the Judeo-Christian tradition. Today, however, the entire biblical tradition, including its historical veracity, is being challenged. Leading this assault is a group of scholars described as the "minimalist" or "revisionist" school of biblical studies, which charges that the Hebrew Bible is largely pious fiction, that its writers and editors invented "ancient Israel" as a piece of late Jewish propaganda in the Hellenistic era. In this fascinating book noted Syro-Palestinian archaeologist William G. Dever attacks the minimalist position head-on, showing how modern archaeology brilliantly illuminates both life in ancient Palestine and the sacred scriptures as we have them today. Assembling a wealth of archaeological evidence, Dever builds the clearest, most complete picture yet of the real Israel that existed during the Iron Age of ancient Palestine (1200 600 B.C.). Dever's exceptional reconstruction of this key period points up the minimalists' abuse of archaeology and reveals the weakness of their revisionist histories. Dever shows that ancient Israel, far from being an "invention," is a reality to be discovered. Equally important, his recovery of a reliable core history of ancient Israel provides a firm foundation from which to appreciate the aesthetic value and lofty moral aspirations of the Hebrew Bible.

The Old Testament in Archaeology and History-Jennie Ebeling 2019-01-15 One hundred and fifty years of sustained archaeological investigation has yielded a more complete picture of the ancient Near East. The Old
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Bull's Eye! - Anna Scarth 2013-03 In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated,
absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and stunning book reviews of "The Bible Unearthed: Archaeology's
New Vision of Ancient Israel and the Origin of Its Sacred Texts." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are
known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others
may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2.
You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
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Who Were the Early Israelites and Where Did They Come From?

The Early History of Israel-Roland de Vaux 1978 Provides a detailed survey of ancient Israelite history from the
earliest time through the period of the Judges, drawing upon ancient writings and oral traditions

The Chronology of the Kings of Israel and Judah-Gershon Galil 1996-01-01 This pioneering study wrestles
with the perpetual problem of chronology in the Books of Kings. The result is one of the most responsible and yet
most critical chronologies proposed to date, and will be the standard chronological reference for the next decade,
if not longer.

David's Secret Demons-Baruch Halpern 2003-11-12 The Bible portrays King David as an exceptional man and a
paragon of godly devotion. But was he? Some scholars deny that he existed at all. Did he? This challenging book
examines the written and archaeological evidence critically in an effort to paint an accurate picture of one of the
Bible's central figures. Neither defending nor rejecting the traditions about David, Baruch Halpern, a leading
scholar of biblical history and the ancient Near East, traces the origins and development of David's persona.
Because the biblical text clearly responds to concerns that can only be contemporary with David himself, we can
believe that David was both real and a central actor in the historical drama of ancient Israel. Yet at the same time,
the written record also shows that contemporaries understood David's character to be much more unsavory than
the tradition has hitherto allowed. Halpern digs beneath the layers of tradition to understand David as an
individual, as a person. The man he uncovers turns out to have been complex, ambiguous, and—above all—
surprising. According to Halpern, the image of David grew over time. He was the founder of the dynasty that
perpetuated the texts about him, and they progressively exaggerated his accomplishments. But in the earliest
writings David remains a modest figure, as this book shows for the first time. To understand David as a human
being, one must keep in mind that he was primarily a politician who operated in a rough-and-tumble environment
in which competitors were ready literally to slit throats. Halpern's work raises many provocative questions: Was
David an Israelite or a Philistine? Was Solomon really David's son? Did David take the throne of Israel by the
consent or against the will of the people? How many murderers did he commit on his way to the crown? Indeed, was
David someone it would have been wise to even invite to dinner? The challenging arguments in "David's Secret
Demons are sure to provoke all kinds of discussion among biblical scholars and general readers alike. In addition—
a big bonus—Halpern's accessible, at times humorous prose will itself draw readers everywhere into the
compelling story of David found between these covers.
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